
AA............................................................... antiaircraft
AAA...............................................antiaircraft artillery
AAV...................................assault amphibious vehicle
AAW ..................................................... antiair warfare
ABCA........... American, British, Canadian, Australian
ACA ....................................airspace coordination area
ACE....................................... aviation combat element
ADAM ........................... area denial artillery munition
AFSC........................ assistant fire support coordinator
AGL ............................................... above ground level
AirO ..............................................................air officer
A/NGF................................................ air/naval gunfire
AOA....................................amphibious objective area
AP...................................antipersonnel; attack position
APICM .............. antipersonnel improved conventional
........................................................................ munition
ASC......................... air support controller/coordinator
ASC (A) ........... assault support coordinator (airborne)
ASE ................................................air support element
ASLT....................................... air support liaison team
ASR.......................................... assault support request
ATF ........................................... amphibious task force
ATGM......................................antitank guided missile
ATO ....................................................air tasking order

BA ....................................................... basic allowance
BCS ....................................... battery computer system
BDA .....................................battle damage assessment
Bn ....................................................................battalion

CAS.................................................... close air support
CA .................................................. combat assessment
CATF ....................commander, amphibious task force
CBU ..................................................cluster bomb unit
CCIR ....................... commander’s critical information
.................................................................. requirements
CE.................................................... command element
CFL .............................................. coordinated fire line
CLF .....................................commander, landing force
COA .................................................... course of action
COC ......................................combat operations center

COF....................................................... conduct of fire
COG ................................................... center of gravity
CP.......................................................... command post
CPREP ........................................command post report
CSR............................................ controlled supply rate
CSS ..........................................combat service support
CSSE .......................... combat service support element
CV................................................ critical vulnerability
CVT.......................................... controlled vehicle time

DASC......................................direct air support center
DCT...........................digital communications terminal
DF ...................................................... direction finding
DISREP......................................... displacement report
DP ............................................................ dual purpose
DPICM..................................... dual purpose improved

conventional munition
DS ...........................................................direct support
DST ......................................decision support template

EA .......................................................electronic attack
EP.................................................electronic protection
ES........................................electronic warfare support 
EW ...................................................electronic warfare
EWCC..............electronic warfare coordination center
EWO .................................... electronic warfare officer

FAC............................................ forward air controller
FAC(A) ..................... forward air controller (airborne)
FAE................................................... fuel air explosive
FARP.................... forward arming and refueling point
FASCAM .......................... family of scatterable mines
FCL ........................................... final coordination line
FD ............................................................ fire direction
FDA.............................. functional damage assessment
FDC............................................... fire direction center
FDO.............................................. fire direction officer
FEBA ...........................forward edge of the battle area
FFA .......................................................... free-fire area
FFCC.............................force fires coordination center
FFE...........................................................fire for effect

Appendix Q

Glossary

Section I Abbreviations and Acronyms
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FIRECAP.......................................... firing capabilities
FLASHREP ................................................ flash report
FLIR ......................................forward looking infrared
FLOT ................................. forward line of own troops
FMF ................................................Fleet Marine Force
FO...................................................... forward observer
FOB ......................................... forward operating base
FPF ................................................ final protective fire
FPL ................................................ final protective line
frag............................................................. fragmentary
FRAGO ........................................... fragmentary order
FSA..................................................... fire support area
FSC......................................... fire support coordinator
FSCC ..........................fire support coordination center
FSCL ..............................fire support coordination line
FSCM ..................... fire support coordinating measure
FSS ................................................. fire support station

GCE .........................................ground combat element
GFCS ........................................ gunfire control system
GPS...................................... global positioning system
GS.........................................................general support
GS-R................................. general support-reinforcing
GTL .......................................................gun-target line
GURF .......................................... guns up ready to fire

HA ............................................................ holding area
HARM ....................... high-speed antiradiation missile
HC ........................ hexachloroethane (artillery smoke)
HDC.................................... helicopter direction center
HE..........................................................high explosive
HPT ................................................. high-payoff target
HR ....................................................helicopter request
HUMINT ........................................human intelligence
HVT................................................... high-value target

IADS............................... integrated air defense system
ICM ........................ improved conventional munitions
IP ................................................................initial point
IPB................................ intelligence preparation of the

battlefield/battlespace
IR ...................................................... infrared radiation

JAAT ............................................ joint air attack team
JFC............................................ joint force commander
JIC ...........................................joint intelligence center
JMEM................ joint munitions effectiveness manual
JTAR .............................joint tactical air strike request
JTCB....................... joint targeting coordination board
JTF........................................................ joint task force

KOCOA............................key terrain, observation and
fields of fire, cover and concealment,

obstacles, and avenues of approach
LAAD...................................... low altitude air defense
LAR................................light armored reconnaissance
LF ............................................................ landing force
LNO........................................................ liaison officer
LOI .................................................letter of instruction
LTC .................... low altitude air defense team control
LWC .............low altitude air defense weapons control

MACCS........Marine air command and control system
MAGTF.......................... Marine air-ground task force
MarDiv ................................................ Marine division
MASS .............................. Marine air support squadron
MBA....................................................main battle area
MC................................................... mobility corridors
MCCRES................. Marine Corps Combat Readiness
........................................................ Evaluation System
MCPP .........................Marine Corps Planning Process
MCR .............................................. multi-channel radio
MEDEVAC ................................... medical evacuation
MEF...................................Marine expeditionary force
METT-T ...........  mission, enemy, terrain and weather,

troops and support available-time available
MEU ....................................Marine expeditionary unit
MLRS ........................... multiple launch rocket system
MOS ............................ military occupational specialty
MOUT ...........military operations on urbanized terrain
MPI............................................. mean point of impact
MSC ................................major subordinate command
MSL.......................................................mean sea level
MULE.................... modular universal laser equipment

NAI............................................ named area of interest
NATO...................North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBCD......... nuclear, biological, and chemical defense
NCO .....................................noncommissioned officer
NFA............................................................no-fire area
NGF......................................................... naval gunfire
NGFSO............................naval gunfire support officer
NGLO...............................naval gunfire liaison officer
NSFS ....................................naval surface fire support

OAS............................................. offensive air support
OIC ..................................................... officer in charge
OOB .......................................................order of battle
OP....................................................... observation post
OMFTS..................operational maneuver from the sea
OTH....................................................over-the-horizon
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PCFF ........................................ priority in calls for fire
PCP........................................ penetration control point
PD.................................. point detonating (fuze action)
PDF ...................................... principal direction of fire
PGM................................... precision-guided munition

PIR/IR ......................priority intelligence requirement/
intelligence requirement

PLRS ...................... position location reporting system
PRF...................................... pulse repetition frequency
PZ .............................................................. pickup zone

QSTAG ......... quadripartite standardization agreement

RAAMS ....................... remote antiarmor mine system
RABFAC...............radar beacon forward air controller
RAOC................................. rear area operations center
RAP....................................... rocket assisted projectile
RAS................................................... rear area security
RFA.................................................restrictive fire area
RFL ................................................. restrictive fire line
RSR ...............................................required supply rate

SAC................................. supporting arms coordinator
SACC ..................supporting arms coordination center
SAM............................................surface-to-air missile
SCAMP ......... sensor control and management platoon
SEAD .....................suppression of enemy air defenses
S/EWCC........................ signals intelligence/electronic

warfare coordination center
SFCP ........................................ shore fire control party
SHELREP ..............................................shelling report
SOP ................................ standard operating procedure
SPOTREP.............................................. spotting report
STA ........................ surveillance and target acquisition
STANAG ............................standardization agreement
SYSCON................................... systems control center

TA ..................................................... target acquisition
TAC(A)....................tactical air coordinator (airborne)
TACC..................Marine tactical air command center;

Navy tactical air control center
TACGRU .............................. tactical air control group
TACP ......................................tactical air control party
TACRON ......................... tactical air control squadron
TADC................................. tactical air direction center
TAI.......................................... targeted area of interest
TAR..................................................tactical air request
TARBUL.................................................target bulletin
TAREP...................................................... target report
TATC ............................. tactical air traffic control(ler)
TCIM.......... tactical communications interface module
TDA .....................................target damage assessment
TGTINTELO ....................... target intelligence officer
TIC ........................................ target information center
TIO....................................... target information officer
TIS........................................target information section
T/O ...............................................table of organization
TOT.........................................................time on target
TOW .........................tube launched, optically tracked,

wire command link, guided missile system
TPL ...................................................... time-phase line
TRP .............................................target reference point
TSM ...............................target synchronization matrix
TSS....................................... target selection standards
TTT ..........................................................time to target
TVA ............................................. target value analysis

UAV.......................................unmanned aerial vehicle

VT ................................................. variable time (fuze)

WEO .............................. weapons employment officer
WP.....................................................white phosphorus
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advance force—(DOD, NATO) A temporary
organization within the amphibious task force which
precedes the main body to the objective area. Its
function is to participate in preparing the objective for
the main assault by conducting such operations as
reconnaissance, seizure of supporting positions,
minesweeping, preliminary bombardment, underwater
demolitions, and air support. (JP 1-02)

air defense—(DOD) All defensive measures designed
to destroy attacking enemy aircraft or missiles in the
Earth’s envelope of atmosphere, or to nullify or reduce
the effectiveness of such attack. (JP 1-02)

air liaison officer—(DOD) An officer (aviator/ pilot)
attached to a ground unit who functions as the primary
advisor to the ground commander on air operation
matters. (JP 1-02)

airborne alert—(DOD, NATO) A state of aircraft
readiness wherein combat-equipped aircraft are
airborne and ready for immediate action. (DOD) It is
designed to reduce reaction time and to increase the
survivability factor. (JP 1-02)

allocation—(DOD) In a general sense, distribution of
limited resources among competing requirements for
employment. Specific allocations (e.g., air sorties,
nuclear weapons, forces, and transportation) are
described as allocation of air sorties, nuclear weapons,
etc. (JP 1-02)

amphibious objective area—(DOD, NATO) A
geographical area, delineated in the initiating
directive, for purposes of command and control within
which is located the objectives(s) to be secured by the
amphibious task force. This area must be of sufficient
size to ensure accomplishment of the amphibious task
force’s mission and must provide sufficient area for
conducting necessary sea, air, and land operations. (JP
1-02)

apportionment (air)—(DOD) The determination and
assignment of the total expected air effort by
percentage and/or by priority that should be devoted to
the various air operations and/or geographic areas for
a  g i v e n  p e r i o d  o f  t i m e .  A l s o  c a l l e d  a i r
apportionment. (JP 1-02)

area of influence—(DOD, NATO) A geographical
area wherein a commander is directly capable of
influencing operations by maneuver or fire support
systems normally under the commander’s command
or control. (JP 1-02)

area of interest—(DOD, NATO) That area of
concern to the commander, including the area of
influence, areas adjacent thereto, and extending into
enemy territory to the objectives of current or planned
operations. This area also includes areas occupied by
e n e m y  f o r c e s  w h o  c o u l d  j e o p a r d i z e  t h e
accomplishment of the mission. (JP 1-02)

attack position—Maneuver area used by attack
helicopters which contain firing points laterally and in
depth. When activated, attack positions may be
airspace coordination areas.

barrage—(DOD) A prearranged barrier of fire, except
that delivered by small arms, designed to   protect
friendly troops and installations by impeding enemy
movements across defensive lines or areas. (JP 1-02)

battle damage assessment—An estimate of damage
or degradation resulting from the application of
military force, either lethal or nonlethal, against a
target. This estimate should be timely and accurate.
Battle damage assessment can be applied to the
employment of all types of weapon systems (air,
ground, naval, and special forces weapons systems)
throughout the range of military operations. Battle
damage assessment is primarily an intelligence
responsibility with required inputs and coordination
from the operators. Battle damage assessment is
composed of physical damage assessment, functional
damage assessment, and target system assessment.
Also called BDA. (Proposed by JP 3-60 for inclusion
in JP 1-02.)

battlespace—(DOD) The environment, factors, and
conditions which must be understood to successfully
apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the
mission. This includes the air, land, sea, space, and the
included enemy and friendly forces, facilities,
weather, terrain, the electromagnetic spectrum, and
information environment within the operational areas

Section II. Definitions
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and areas of interest. See also joint intelligence
preparation of the battlespace. (JP 1-02). All aspects of
a i r ,  s u r f a c e ,  s u b s u r f a c e ,  l a n d ,  s p a c e ,  a n d
electromagnetic spectrum which encompass the area
of influence and area of interest. (MCRP 5-12C) 

barrage fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire which is designed
to fill a volume of space or area rather than aimed
specifically at a given target. (JP 1-02)

battlefield surveillance—(DOD, NATO) Systematic
observation of the battle area for the purpose of
providing timely information and combat intelligence.
(JP 1-02)

centers  o f  grav i ty—Those  cha rac te r i s t i c s ,
capabilities, or localities from which a military force
derives its freedom of action, physical strength, or will
to fight. Also called COG. (JP 1-02) A key source of
strength without which an enemy cannot function.
(MCDP 1-2)

close air support—(DOD) Air action by fixed- and
rotary-wing aircraft against hostile targets which are in
close proximity to friendly forces and which require
detailed integration of each air mission with the fire
and movement of those forces. (JP 1-02)

close operations—Military actions conducted to
project power against enemy forces which pose an
immediate or near term threat to the success of current
battles and engagements. These military actions are
conducted by committed forces and their readily
available tactical reserves using maneuver and
combined arms (MCRP 5-12C).

close support—That action of the supporting force
against targets or objectives which are sufficiently
near the supported force as to require detailed
integration or coordination of the supporting action
with the fire, movement, or other actions of the
supported force (JP 1-02).

close supporting fires—Fire placed on enemy troops,
weapons, or positions, which, because of their
proximity, present the most immediate and serious
threat to the supported unit (JP 1-02).

combat assessment—The determination of the
overall effectiveness of force employment during

military operations. Combat assessment is composed
of three major components, (a) battle damage
assessment (BDA), (b) munitions effects assessment
(MEA), and (c) reattack recommendation. Also called
CA. (Proposed by JP 3-60 for inclusion in JP 1-02.)

combat power—(DOD, NATO) The total means of
destructive and/or disruptive force which a Military
unit/formation can apply against the opponent at a
given time. (JP 1-02)

combined arms—The full integration of combat arms
in such a way that to counteract one, the enemy must
become more vulnerable to another. (MCRP 5-12C)

constraint(s)—Something which must be done that
limits freedom of action. See also restraint(s). (MCRP
5-12C)

control point—(DOD, NATO) A position marked by
a buoy, boat, aircraft, electronic device, conspicuous
terrain feature, or other identifiable object which is
given a name or number and used as an aid to
navigation or control of ships, boats, or aircraft. (JP 1-
02)

counterattack—(DOD, NATO) Attack by part or all
of a defending force against an enemy attacking force,
for such specific purposes as regaining ground lost or
cutting off or destroying enemy advance units, and
with the general objective of denying to the enemy the
attainment of his purpose in attacking. In sustained
defensive operations, it is undertaken to restore the
battle position and is directed at limited objectives. (JP
1-02)

counterfire—(DOD, NATO) Fire intended to destroy
or neutralize enemy weapons. (DOD) Includes
c o u n t e r b a t t e r y ,  c o u n t e r b o m b a r d m e n t ,  a n d
countermortar fire. (JP 1-02)

countermechanized defensive fire—The fire of
targets planned on routes of approach which logically
would be used by enemy mechanized forces.
Normally, it is scheduled for delivery on call of the
supported landing force. (NWP 3-09.11M (Rev C)/
FMFM 1-7)

counterpreparation fire—(DOD, NATO) Intensive
prearranged fire delivered when the imminence of the
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enemy attack is discovered. (DOD) It is designed to:
break up enemy formations; disorganize the enemy’s
sys tems  of  command ,  communica t ions ,  and
observation; decrease the effectiveness of artillery
preparation; and impair the enemy’s offensive spirit.
(JP 1-02)

course of action—(DOD) 1. A plan that would
accomplish, or is related to, the accomplishment of a
mission. Also called COA. (JP 1-02)

covering force—(DOD, NATO) 1. A force operating
apart  f rom the main force for  the purpose of
intercepting, engaging, delaying, disorganizing, and
deceiving the enemy before he can attack the force
covered. 2. Any body or detachment of troops which
provides security for a larger force by observation,
reconnaissance,  attack, or defense,  or by any
combination of these methods. (JP 1-02)

covering force area—(DOD) The area forward of the
forward edge of the battle area out to the forward
positions initially assigned to the covering forces. It is
here that the covering forces execute assigned tasks.
(JP 1-02)

critical point—(DOD) A key geographical point or
position important to the success of an operation. (JP
1-02)

critical vulnerability—An aspect of a center of
gravity that if exploited will do the most significant
damage to an adversary’s  abi l i ty to resist .  A
vulnerability cannot be critical unless it undermines a
key strength. Also called CV. (MCRP 5-12 C)

d a m a g e  a s s e s s m e n t — ( D O D ,  N A T O )  T h e
determination of the effect of attacks on targets. (JP 1-
02)

deep operations—Military actions conducted against
enemy capabilities which pose a potential threat to
friendly forces. These military actions are designed to
isolate, shape, and dominate the battlespace and
influence future operations (MCRP 5-12C).

deep supporting fires—Fire directed on objectives
not in the immediate vicinity of our forces, for
neutralizing and destroying enemy reserves and

weapons, and interfering with enemy command,
supply, communications, and observations (JP 1-02).

delaying operation—(DOD, NATO) An operation in
which a force under pressure trades space for time by
slowing down the enemy’s momentum and inflicting
maximum damage on the enemy without, in principle,
becoming decisively engaged. (JP 1-02)

deliberate attack—(DOD, NATO) A type of
offensive action characterized by preplanned
coordinated employment of firepower and maneuver
to close with and destroy or capture the enemy. (JP 1-
02)

deliberate targeting—The methodical identification,
compilation, and analysis of potential fixed or
semifixed targets followed by the decision of which
potential targets will be attacked, when, and/or by
what weapon and ordnance. It is practiced primarily
during the planning phase of an operation, when
planning for an attack, or when the tempo of combat is
slow. (MCRP 5-12C)

destruction fire—(DOD) Fire delivered for the sole
purpose of destroying material objects. (JP 1-02)

direct air support center—(DOD) The principal air
control agency of the US Marine air command and
control system responsible for the direction and
control of air operations directly supporting the
ground combat element. It processes and coordinates
requests for immediate air support and coordinates air
missions requiring integration with ground forces and
other supporting arms. It normally collocates with the
senior fire support coordination center within the
ground combat element and is subordinate to the
tactical air command center. (JP 1-02)

direct support—(DOD) A mission requiring a force
to support another specific force and authorizing it to
answer directly the supported force’s request for
assistance. (JP 1-02)
exploitation—(DOD, NATO) An offensive operation
that usually follows a successful attack and is designed
to disorganize the enemy in depth. (JP 1-02)

fathom—A unit of length equal to 6 feet used
especially for measuring the depth of water. Used
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when planning desirable depths of water for fire
support areas/fire support stations.

f i n a l  p r o t e c t i v e  f i r e — ( D O D ,  N A T O )  A n
immediately available prearranged barrier of fire
designed to  impede enemy movement  across
defensive lines or areas. (JP 1-02)

fire plan—(DOD, NATO) A tactical plan for using
the weapons of a unit or formation so that their fire
will be coordinated. (JP 1-02) Fire plans are developed
by supporting arm agencies and incorporated into the
fire support plan.

firepower—(DOD, NATO) 1. The amount of fire
which may be delivered by a position, unit, or weapon
system. 2. Ability to deliver fire. (JP 1-02)

fire support—Fires that directly support land,
maritime, amphibious, and special operations forces to
engage enemy forces, combat formations, and
facilities in pursuit of tactical and operational
objectives. (JP 1-02)

fire support area—(DOD) An appropriate maneuver
area assigned to fire support ships by the naval force
commander from which they can deliver gunfire
support to an amphibious operation. (JP 1-02) A fire
support area is assigned to each fire support unit or, in
certain cases, each individual fire support ship
executing fire support missions. Fire support areas are
a s s i g n e d  b y  C A T F ,  i n  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f
recommendations of the NGFO on the landing force
staff. Fire support areas are located for minimum
interference with any waterborne and airborne ship-to-
shore movement. The size, shape, and location of the
fire support area are dependent upon several factors,
such as ship maneuvering room, hydrographic
conditions (e.g., sand bars, reefs, shoals, shallow
water), obstacles (including minefields), antiaircraft,
and antisubmarine disposition; and the best position in
respect to range, gun-target line, and observation for
potential employment targets. Fire support areas are
delineated on an overlay with a dot-dash line
representing a boundary, annotated in degrees true
north; and labeled with the letters FSA and a Roman
numeral (e.g., FSA I). The boundary is a straight line
to a recognizable point on the beach or a navigational
aid to assist the ships in remaining within their
respective FSAs.

fire support coordination—(DOD, NATO) The
planning and executing of fire so that targets are
adequately covered by a suitable weapon or group of
weapons. (JP 1-02)

fire support coordination center—(DOD, NATO) A
s i n g l e  l o c a t i o n  i n  w h i c h  a r e  c e n t r a l i z e d
communications facilities and personnel incident to
the coordination of all forms of fire support. (JP 1-02)

fire support coordinator—The officer in charge of
the fire support coordination center. He is the direct
representative of the landing force commander for the
planning and coordination of all available fire support.
(MCRP 5-12C)

fire support plan—A plan on how indirect fires and
target acquisition will be used to support an operation.
It should include a portion for each means of fire
support involved. (MCRP 5-12A)

fire support station—(DOD) An exact location at sea
within a fire support area from which a fire support
ship delivers fire. (JP 1-02) Fire support stations are
more restrictive than an FSA. Fire support stations are
useful where maneuvering room is restricted, and
usually afford increased accuracy, firing at shorter
ranges, and optimum gun-target line. However, a
disadvantage of the FSS is the loss of the mobility of
the ship. Fire support stations are delineated on an
overlay by the letters FSS and an Arabic numeral (e.g.,
FSS 1).

forward air controller—(DOD) An officer (aviator/
pilot) member of the tactical air control party who,
from a forward ground or airborne position, controls
aircraft in close air support of ground troops. (JP 1-02)

forward air controller (airborne)—(DOD) A
specifically trained and qualified aviation officer who
exercises control from the air of aircraft engaged in
close air support of ground troops. The forward air
controller (airborne) is normally an airborne extension
of the tactical air control party. (JP 1-02)

forward arming and refueling point—(DOD) A
temporary facility, organized, equipped, and deployed
by an aviation commander, and normally located in
the main battle area closer to the area of operation than
the aviation unit’s combat service area, to provide fuel
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and ammunition necessary for the employment of
aviation maneuver units in combat. The forward
arming and refueling point permits combat aircraft to
rapidly refuel and rearm simultaneously. (JP 1-02)

forward edge of the battle area—(DOD, NATO)
The foremost limits of a series of areas in which
ground combat units are deployed, excluding the areas
in which the covering or screening forces are
operating, designated to coordinate fire support, the
positioning of forces, or the maneuver of units. (JP 1-
02)

forward line of own troops—(DOD) A line which
indicates the most forward positions of friendly forces
in any kind of military operation at a specific time.
The forward line of own troops normally identifies the
forward location of covering and screening forces. (JP
1-02)

functional damage assessment—The estimate of the
effect of military force to degrade/destroy the
functional or operational capability of the target to
perform its intended mission and on the level of
success in achieving operational objectives established
against the target. This assessment is based upon all-
source information, and includes an estimation of the
time required for recuperation or replacement of the
target function. (Proposed by JP 3-60 for inclusion in
JP 1-02.)

general support—(DOD, NATO) That support which
is given to the supported force as a whole and not to
any particular subdivision thereof. (JP 1-02)

ground alert—(DOD, NATO) That status in which
aircraft on the ground/deck are fully serviced and
armed, with combat crews in readiness to take off
within a specified short period of time (usually 15
minutes) after receipt of a mission order. (JP 1-02) The
readiness time may be at other intervals, and is usually
specified in the operation order.

group of targets—(DOD, NATO) Two or more
targets on which fire is desired simultaneously. A
group of targets is designated by a letter/number
combination or a nickname. (JP 1-02)

harassing fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire designed to
disturb the rest of the enemy troops, to curtail

movement and, by threat of losses, to lower morale.
(JP 1-02)

hasty attack—(DOD, NATO) In land operations, an
attack in which preparation time is traded for speed in
order to exploit an opportunity. (JP 1-02)

helicopter direction center—(DOD, NATO) In
amphibious operations, the primary direct control
agency for the helicopter group/unit commander
operating under the overall control of the tactical air
control center. (JP 1-02)

high-payoff target—(DOD) A target whose loss to
the enemy will significantly contribute to the success
of the friendly course of action. High-payoff targets
are those high-value targets, identified through
wargaming, which must be acquired and successfully
attacked for the success of the friendly commander’s
mission. Also called HPT. (JP 1-02)

high-payoff target list. A list identifying the high-
payoff targets for a phase of the battle in the order of
their priority. (MCRP 3-1.6.14)

high-value target—(DOD) A target the enemy
commander requires for the successful completion of
the mission. The loss of high-value targets would be
expected to seriously degrade important enemy
functions throughout the friendly commander’s area of
interest. Also called HVT. (JP 1-02)

holding area—An area where attack helicopter
aircrews await targets or mission. Holding areas
should provide cover, concealment, and space for
dispersion. The area(s) is positioned to enhance
responsiveness.

immediate air support—(DOD, NATO) Air support
to meet specific requests which arise during the course
of a battle and which by their nature cannot be planned
in advance. (JP 1-02)

initial point—(DOD) A well-defined point, easily
distinguishable visually and/or electronically, used as
a starting point for the bomb run to the target. (JP 1-
02)

intelligence preparation of the battlespace—(DOD)
An analytical methodology employed to reduce
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uncertainties concerning the enemy, environment, and
terrain for all types of operations. Intelligence
preparation of the battlespace builds an extensive data
base for each potential area in which a unit may be
required to operate. The data base is then analyzed in
detai l  to determine the impact  of  the enemy,
environment, and terrain on operations and presents it
in graphic form. Intelligence preparation of the
battlespace is a continuing process. Also called IPB.
(JP 1-02). In Marine Corps usage, the systematic,
continuous process of analyzing the threat and
environment in a specific geographic area. (MCRP 5-
12C)

interdiction fire—(NATO) Fire placed on an area or
point to prevent the enemy from using the area or
point. (JP 1-02)

joint intelligence center—(DOD) The intelligence
center of the joint force headquarters. The joint
intelligence center is responsible for providing and
producing the intelligence required to support the joint
force commander and staff, components, task forces
and  e lements ,  and  the  na t iona l  in te l l igence
community. (JP 1-02)

killing zone—(DOD) An area in which a commander
plans to force the enemy to concentrate so as to
destroy him with conventional weapons or the tactical
employment of nuclear weapons. (JP 1-02)

linkup—A meeting of friendly ground forces (such as
when an advancing force reaches an objective area
previously seized by an airborne or air assault force,
when an encircled element breaks out to rejoin
friendly forces, or when converging maneuver forces
meet). (MCRP 5-12A)

list of targets—(DOD) A tabulation of confirmed or
suspect targets maintained by any echelon for
informational and fire support planning purposes. (JP
1-02)

MAGTF rear area—That area extending rearward
from the rear boundary of the ground combat element
to the MAGTF rear boundary. (FMFM 2-6)

main effort—The designated subordinate unit whose
mission at a given point in time is most critical to

overall mission success. It is usually weighted with the
preponderance of combat power and is directed
against  a  center  of  gravity through a cr i t ical
vulnerability. (MCRP 5-12C)

maneuver—(DOD, NATO) Employment of forces on
the battlefield through movement in combination with
fire, or fire potential, to achieve a position of
advantage in respect to the enemy in order to
accomplish the mission. (JP 1-02)

Marine Corps Planning Process—A six-step
methodology which helps organize the thought
processes of the commander and staff throughout the
planning and execution of military operations. It
focuses on the threat and is based on the Marine Corps
philosophy of maneuver warfare. It capitalizes on the
principle of unity of command and supports the
establishment and maintenance of tempo. The six
steps consist of mission analysis, course of action
development, course of action analysis, comparison/
decision, orders development, and transition. Also
called MCPP. NOTE: Tenets of the MCPP include top
down planning, single battle concept, and integrated
planning. (MCRP 5-12C)   

mark—(DOD) In artillery and naval gunfire support,
to call for fire on a specified location in order to orient
the observer/spotter or to indicate targets. (excerpt
from JP 1-02)

marking fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire placed on a target
for the purpose of identification. (JP 1-02)

massed fire—(DOD). The fire of the batteries of two
or more ships directed against a single target. 2. Fire
from a number of weapons directed at a single point or
small area. (JP 1-02)

maximum effective range—(DOD, NATO) The
maximum distance at which a weapon may be
expected to be accurate and achieve the desired result.
(JP 1-02)

maximum ordinate—(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
naval gunfire support, the height of the highest point in
the trajectory of a projectile above the horizontal plane
passing through its origin. (JP 1-02)
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maximum range—(DOD, NATO) The greatest
distance a weapon can fire without consideration of
dispersion. (JP 1-02)

mean point of impact—(DOD, NATO) The point
whose coordinates are the arithmetic means of the
coordinates of the separate points of impact/burst of a
finite number of projectiles fired or released at the
same aiming point under a given set of conditions. (JP
1-02)

mean sea level—(DOD) The average height of the
surface of the sea for all stages of the tide, used as a
reference for elevations. (JP 1-02)

minimum range—(DOD) 1. Least range setting of a
gun at which the projectile will clear an obstacle or
friendly troops between the gun and the target. 2.
Shortest distance to which a gun can fire from a given
position. (JP 1-02)
mission precedence—The determination of the
relative order of attacking multiple targets confronting
the unit simultaneously. The sequence for attack may
be prearranged, and is based on the commander’s
guidance, commander’s intent, and the tactical
situation.

MK-86—A gun fire control system employed on
naval ships. MK-86-equipped ships can store up to
eight prearranged target locations, and can conduct
simultaneous fire missions.

movement to contact—An offensive operation
designed to gain or reestablish contact with the enemy.
(OH 6-1)

named area of interest—A point or area along a
particular avenue of approach through which enemy
activity is expected to occur. Activity or lack of
activity within an NAI will help to confirm or deny a
particular enemy course of action. Also called NAI.
(MCRP 5-12C)

neutralization fire—(DOD) Fire which is delivered
to render the target ineffective or unusable. (NATO)
Fire which is delivered to hamper and interrupt
movement and/or the firing of weapons. (JP 1-02)

obscuration fire—Fire delivered to suppress the
enemy by obscuring his view of the battlefield.

on-call—(DOD, NATO) A term used to signify that a
prearranged concentration, air strike, or final
protective fire may be called for. (JP 1-02)

on-call target—(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval
gunfire support,  a planned target other than a
scheduled target on which fire is delivered when
requested. (JP 1-02)

passage of lines—(DOD, NATO) An operation in
which a force moves forward or rearward through
another force’s combat positions with the intention of
moving into or out of contact with the enemy. (JP 1-
02)

planned targets—Targets that are known to exist in
an operational area and which effects are scheduled in
advance or are on-call. Examples range from targets
on joint target lists (JTLs) in applicable campaign
plans, to targets detected in sufficient time to list in the
air tasking order (ATO), mission-type orders, or fire
support plans. Planned targets have two subcategories:
scheduled or on-call. (Proposed by JP 3-60 for
inclusion in JP 1-02.) 

prearranged fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire that is
formally planned and executed against targets or target
areas of known location. Such fire is usually planned
well in advance and is executed at a predetermined
time or during a predetermined period of time. (JP 1-
02)

preliminary weaponeering—A preliminary analysis
of the target to determine what, if any, weapons will
be effective against the target and the degree of
damage it is possible to achieve with various types and
quantities of ammunition.

preparation fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered on a
target preparatory to an assault. (JP 1-02)

preplanned air support—(DOD, NATO) Air support
in accordance with a program, planned in advance of
operations. (JP 1-02) Preplanned air support is either
scheduled or on-call.

preplanned on-call air support mission—Air
missions in which aircraft are preloaded for a
particular target and placed in an appropriate ground/
airborne alert readiness condition. In requesting on-
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call missions, the supported unit specifies the period
the support is required. Detailed mission planning and
briefing is normally not possible before launch.
(FMFM 5-41)

preplanned scheduled air support mission—Air
missions which are executed at a specific time.
Aircrews are assigned a time on target. Scheduled
miss ions  provide effect ive  coordinat ion and
economical use of aircraft and ordnance. (FMFM 5-
41)

priority of fires—The organization and employment
of fire support means according to the importance of
the supported unit’s missions. (MCRP 5-12A)

priority target—A target on which the delivery of
fires takes precedence over all the fires for the
designated firing unit or element. The firing unit or
element will prepare, to the extent possible, for the
engagement of such targets. A firing unit or element
may be assigned only one priority target. The
des igna t ion  may be  based  on  e i ther  t ime  or
importance. (MCRP 5-12A)

program of targets—A number of planned targets of
a similar nature. A program of targets identified by a
code name may be initiated on call, at a specified time,
or when a particular event occurs. Targets are fired in
a predetermined sequence. (MCRP 5-12A)

pursuit—(DOD, NATO) An offensive operation
designed to catch or cut off a hostile force attempting
to escape, with the aim of destroying it. (JP 1-02)

radar beacon—(DOD) A receiver-transmitter
combination which sends out a coded signal when
triggered by the proper type of pulse, enabling
determination of range and bearing information by the
interrogating station or aircraft. (JP 1-02)

rate of fire—(DOD, NATO) The number of rounds
fired per weapon per minute. (JP 1-02)

reactive target—The method used for targeting
targets of opportunity. It is used when time and
situation do not allow for targeting; i.e., during
deliberate targeting, during an attack, when defending
against an attack, or upon discovery of the location of

a target such as a radio jammer, tank, or antiaircraft
weapon. (MCRP 5-12C)

rear area operations center—A command and
control facility that serves as an area/subarea
commander’s planning, coordinating, monitoring,
advising, and directing agency for area security
operations. (JP 1-02)

rear area security—The measures taken before,
during, and/or after an enemy airborne attack,
sabotage action, infiltration, guerrilla action, and/or
initiation of psychological or propaganda warfare to
minimize the effects thereof. (MCRP 5-12 C)

rear operations—Military actions conducted to
support and permit force sustainment and to provide
security for such actions (MCRP 5-12C).

reinforcing—(DOD, NATO) In artillery usage,
tactical mission in which one artillery unit augments
the fire of another artillery unit. (JP 1-02)

relief in place—(DOD, NATO) An operation in
which, by direction of higher authority, all or part of a
unit is replaced in an area by the incoming unit. The
responsibilities of the replaced elements for the
mission and the assigned zone of operations are
transferred to the incoming unit. The incoming unit
continues the operation as ordered. (JP 1-02)

restraint(s)—Something which is prohibited that
limits freedom of action. See also constraint(s).
(MCRP 5-12C)

retirement—(DOD, NATO) An operation in which a
force out of contact moves away from the enemy. (JP
1-02)

retrograde movement—(DOD) Any movement of a
command to the rear, or away from the enemy. It may
be forced by the enemy or may be made voluntarily.
Such movements may be classified as withdrawal,
retirement, or delaying action. (JP 1-02)

s c h e d u l e d  f i r e — ( D O D ,  N A T O )  A  t y p e  o f
prearranged fire executed at a predetermined time. (JP
1-02)
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scheduled targets—Planned targets on which fire is
to be delivered at a specific time. (Proposed by JP 3-60
for inclusion in JP 1-02.) 

screening smoke—Smoke used to conceal friendly
forces, positions, and activities from enemy ground or
air observation. Screening smoke is normally placed
between friendly and enemy forces. (FMFM 6-8).

security area—Area that begins at the forward area of
the battlefield and extends as far to the front and flanks
as security forces are deployed. Forces in the security
area furnish information on the enemy and delay,
deceive ,  and disrupt  the  enemy and conduct
counterreconnaissance. (MCRP 5-12A)

series of targets—(NATO) In artillery and naval
gunfire support, a number of targets and/or group(s) of
targets planned to support a maneuver phase. A series
of targets may be indicated by a nickname. (JP 1-02)

shore fire control party—(DOD) A specially trained
unit for control of naval gunfire in support of troops
ashore. It consists of a spotting team to adjust fire and
a naval gunfire liaison team to perform liaison
functions for the supported battalion commander. (JP
1-02)

summit—(DOD) The highest altitude above mean sea
level that a projectile reaches in its flight from the gun
to the target; the algebraic sum of the maximum
ordinate and the altitude of the gun. (JP 1-02)

supporting arms—(DOD) Air, sea, and land weapons
of all types employed to support ground units. (JP 1-
02)

supporting arms coordination center—(DOD) A
single location on board an amphibious command ship
in which all communication facilities incident to the
coordination of fire support of the artillery, air, and
naval gunfire are centralized. This is the naval
counterpart to the fire support coordination center
utilized by the landing force. (JP 1-02)

supporting fire—(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered by
supporting units to assist or protect a unit in combat.
(JP 1-02)

suppression of enemy air defenses—(DOD) That
activity which neutralizes, destroys or temporarily
degrades surface-based enemy air defenses by
destructive and/or disruptive means. (JP 1-02)

suppressive fire—(DOD) Fires on or about a
weapons system to degrade its performance below the
level needed to fulfill its mission objectives, during the
conduct of the fire mission. (JP 1-02)

sustained rate of fire—(DOD, NATO) Actual rate of
fire that a weapon can continue to deliver for an
inde f in i t e  l eng th  o f  t ime  wi thou t  se r ious ly
overheating. (JP 1-02)

tactical air command center—(DOD) The principal
US Marine Corps air command and control agency
from which air operations and air defense warning
functions are directed. It is the senior agency of the US
Marine air command and control system which serves
as the operational command post of the aviation
combat element commander. It provides the facility
from which the aviation combat element commander
and his battle staff plan, supervise, coordinate, and
execute all current and future air operations in support
of the Marine air-ground task force. The tactical air
command center can provide integration, coordination,
and direction of joint and combined air operations. (JP
1-02)

tactical air control center—(DOD) The principal air
operations installation (ship-based) from which all
aircraft and air warning functions of tactical air
operations are controlled. Also called Navy TACC.
(JP 1-02)

tactical air control party—(DOD, NATO) A
subordinate operational component of a tactical air
control system designed to provide air liaison to land
forces and for the control of aircraft. (JP 1-02)

tactical air direction center—(DOD) An air
operations installation under the overall control of the
tactical air control center (afloat)/tactical air command
center, from which aircraft and air warning service
functions of tactical air operations in an area of
responsibility are directed. (JP 1-02)

tactical fire direction—The control of one or more
units in the selection of targets to attack, designation
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of the unit or units to fire, selection of the method of
attack, and selection of the most suitable ammunition
for the mission. (MCWP 3-16.1)

tac t i ca l  mis s ion—Def ines  the  f i r e  suppor t
responsibility of an artillery, naval gunfire, or mortar
unit to a supported unit.

target—A geographical area, complex, or installation
planned for capture or destruction by military forces.
(JP 1-02)

target acquisition—(DOD, NATO) The detection,
identification, and location of a target in sufficient
detail to permit the effective employment of weapons.
(JP 1-02)

target analysis—(DOD, NATO) An examination of
potential targets to determine military importance,
priority of attack, and weapons required to obtain a
desired level of damage or casualties. (JP 1-02)

targeted area of interest—The geographical area or
point along a mobility corridor where successful
interdiction will cause the enemy to either abandon a
particular course of action or require him to use
specialized engineer support to continue, where he can
be acquired and engaged by friendly forces. Not all
TAIs will form part of the friendly course of action;
only TAIs associated with high-payoff targets are of
interest to the staff. These are identified during staff
p l ann ing  and  wargaming .  TAIs  d i f f e r  f rom
engagement areas in degree. Engagement areas plan
for the use of all available weapons. TAIs might be
engaged by a single weapon. (MCRP 5-12A)

target bulletin—An information message, used by the
commander responsible for maintaining the target list,
to keep interested commanders informed of all
changes to the list. (FMFM 1-7)

target information—Unevaluated data of every
description concerning targets that, when processed,
may produce target intelligence. (FM 6-121)

target intelligence—(DOD, NATO) Intelligence
which portrays and locates the components of a target
or target complex and indicates its vulnerability and
relative importance. (JP 1-02)

target list—(DOD) The listing of targets maintained
and promulgated by the senior echelon of command; it
contains those targets that are to be engaged by
supporting arms, as distinguished from a “list of
targets” that may be maintained by any echelon as
confirmed,  suspected,  or  possible targets  for
informational and planning purposes. (JP 1-02)

target number—(NATO) The reference number
given to the target by the fire control unit. (JP 1-02)

target overlay—(DOD, NATO) A transparent sheet
which, when superimposed on a particular chart, map,
drawing, tracing or other representation, depicts target
locations and designations. The target overlay may
also show boundaries between maneuver elements,
objectives, and friendly forward dispositions. (JP 1-
02)

target precedence list—The commander’s list of
types of mobile potential targets arranged in the order
in which they are to be attacked.

target reference point—An easily recognizable point
on the ground (either natural or manmade) used for
identifying enemy targets or controlling direct fires.
Target reference points are usually designated by
company commanders or platoon leaders for company
teams, platoons, sections, or individual weapons. They
can also designate the center of an area where the
commander plans to distribute or converge the fires of
all his weapons rapidly. Target reference points are
designated by using the standard target symbol, a
target number, and a target reference point letter.
Essential target reference points may be included in
lists of targets during fire planning.

target value analysis—A method for providing a
systematic determination of which targets out of the
entire target array should be attacked for the greatest
tactical benefit.

targeting—(DOD) The process to detect, select, and
prioritize targets, match the appropriate action, and
assess the resulting effects based on the commander’s
objective, guidance, and intent. (Proposed by JP 3-60
for inclusion in JP 1-02.)

time on target—(DOD) 1. Time at which aircraft are
scheduled to attack/photograph the target. 2. The
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actual time at which aircraft attack/photograph the
target. 3. The time at which a nuclear detonation is
planned at a specified desired ground zero. (NATO) In
other than air operations, the time of the first weapons
effect on the target or target groups. 

time to target—(DOD) The number of minutes and
seconds to elapse before aircraft ordnance impacts on
target. (JP 1-02)

time-sensitive targets—Those targets requiring
immediate response because they pose (or will soon
pose) a clear and present danger to friendly forces or
are highly lucrative, fleeting targets of opportunity.
(JP 1-02)

trigger point—An identifiable point on the ground
used to time the delivery of fire with a moving target.
A firing unit is given a command to fire as the target
passes over or near the trigger point. The trigger point
is selected in consideration of reaction time of the
firing unit, time of flight of the projectile, and the rate
of march of the enemy.

Universal Time—A measure of time that conforms
within a close approximation, to the mean diurnal
rotation of the Earth and serves as the basis of civil
timekeeping. Universal Time (UT1) is determined
from observations of the stars, radio sources, and also
from ranging observations of the moon and artificial
Earth satellites. The scale determined directly from
such observations is designated Universal Time
Observed (UTO); it is slightly dependent on the place
of observation. When UTO is corrected for the shift in
longitude of the observing station caused by polar
motion, the time scale UT1 is obtained. When an
accuracy better than one second is not required,
Universal Time can be used to mean Coordinated

Universal Time (UTC). Also called ZULU time.
Formerly called Greenwich Mean Time. (JP 1-02)

visibility diagram—A sketch that is drawn to scale by
the observer of the area of observation. It shows those
portions of the terrain which cannot be observed from
a given observation post. The visibility diagram is
dispatched to infantry and artillery S-2 officers for
evaluation of target area coverage so gaps can be
covered. (FMFM 6-8)

weapons free—(DOD, NATO) In air defense, a
weapon control order imposing a status whereby
weapons systems may be fired at any target not
positively recognized as friendly. (JP 1-02)

weapons hold—(DOD, NATO) In air defense, a
weapon control order imposing a status whereby
weapons systems may only be fired in self-defense or
in response to a formal order. (JP 1-02)

weapons tight—(DOD, NATO) In air defense, a
weapon control order imposing a status whereby
weapons systems may be fired only at targets
recognized as hostile. (JP 1-02)

withdrawal operation—(DOD, NATO) A planned
operation in which a force in contact disengages from
an enemy force. (JP 1-02)

zone of action—(DOD, NATO) A tactical subdivision
of a larger area, the responsibility for which is
assigned to a tactical unit; generally applied to
offensive action. (JP 1-02)

zone of fire—(DOD) An area into which a designated
ground unit or fire support ship delivers, or is prepared
to deliver, fire support. Fire may or may not be
observed. (JP 1-02).


